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In this one you are wearing a look of awe, your hood pulled up over 

your hair against the chill air - the hair you never wore mussed.  On 

your forearm, which you hold at shoulder level, sits a hawk - regal, 

poised, and unaffected by your presence or the early morning chill.  

You also look fatigued, as if you hadn't slept most of the night out 

of excitement for this moment when you finally get to hold a bird of 

prey like you used to hold George the parakeet.  Or is it a look of 

fatigue for another, darker reason, like that thing growing in your 

brain, a parasite, wrapping its tendrils around your hypothalamus in 

what would become a death hug? 

  

The hawk looks calm, untroubled by the perception that he is 

"domesticated", because he knows he is not.  He can fly away any time 

he chooses and never come back.  He can move onward and upward to what 

creatures of the air do and never worry about entertaining his human 

hosts.  And, I wonder if the look on your face is really, If I could, 

I would fly away…. 

  

And, this photo was taken after you had been married to P for months.  

It was after that one afternoon when I visited you on a weekend that 

he was away and you confessed to me that on your wedding night, he 

looked at you with cold, reptilian eyes and calmly asked, "Why did I 

marry you?"  It was after your lonely, sexless honeymoon in Maine, 

where you photographed beautiful lakes, sunlight clearing the morning 

mists, photographs that would remind you of the pain of not being 

wanted.  You, who had so wanted to be married.  You, who had accepted 

his "perfect" proposal that sent you on a scavenger hunt by way of 

Post-it notes, stuck all around your apartment, in search of the 

question and the ring. 

  

And, still I wonder as I spend time looking at this photo, given to me 

after you gave back your breath to the One, after you rose away like 

the hawk higher and higher on warm currents until you left us all.   I 

wonder:  who took this photo of you awestruck with a bird of prey who 

would never feel love for you, never in the way that you gave freely 

to the world? 

 


